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Abstract: Whereas heat capacity changes (DCPs) associated with folding transitions are common-

place in the literature of protein folding, they have long been considered a minor energetic contrib-

utor in nucleic acid folding. Recent advances in the understanding of nucleic acid folding and

improved technology for measuring the energetics of folding transitions have allowed a greater ex-

perimental window for measuring these effects. We present in this review a survey of current litera-

ture that confronts the issue of DCPs associated with nucleic acid folding transitions. This work

helps to gather the molecular insights that can be gleaned from analysis of DCPs and points toward

the challenges that will need to be overcome if the energetic contribution of DCP terms are to be put

to use in improving free energy calculations for nucleic acid structure prediction. # 2006 Wiley

Periodicals, Inc. Biopolymers 81: 38–58, 2006

This article was originally published online as an accepted preprint. The ‘‘Published Online’’ date

corresponds to the preprint version. You can request a copy of the preprint by emailing the

Biopolymers editorial office at biopolymers@wiley.com
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INTRODUCTION

Changes in nucleic acid structures are associated not

only with changes in free energy (DG), enthalpy

(DH), and entropy (DS), but also with significant

changes in the heat capacity (DCP). As will be

shown, the partial molar DCPs can be large enough

to affect the overall energetics of folding. Further-

more, the sign and magnitude of the partial molar

DCP may provide information about the molecular

details of the folding process, especially with regard

to the nature of the unfolded ensemble of states.

This review will survey the DCPs previously re-

ported for nucleic acid structural changes. In addi-

tion, we aim to summarize current thinking about

the physical basis of DCPs associated with nucleic

acid folding, the impact of DCPs on the stability of

nucleic acid structures, the techniques used to mea-

sure DCPs, and finally, to point to the challenges

that lie ahead.

THEORETICAL UNDERSTANDING
OF HEAT CAPACITY

Heat capacity, CP, is defined as the amount of heat

required to raise the temperature of a substance by a

unit degree:

CP ¼
@q

@T

� �

P

ð1Þ

Heat capacity is related to all other fundamental ther-

modynamic parameters. Consequently, various expres-

sions relating CP to these other parameters may be
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chosen as a function of experimental convenience or

to emphasize some physical aspect of the system. For

example, the most commonly employed relationships

of CP are

CP ¼
@H

@T

� �

P

¼ T
@S

@T

� �

P

ð2Þ

Therefore, CP can be measured as the temperature de-

pendence of the enthalpy or entropy. Changes in CP,

such as the partial molar heat capacity associated

with the folding or unfolding of a biopolymer, propa-

gate through the expression such that

�CP ¼
@�H

@T

� �

P

¼ T
@�S

@T

� �

P

ð3Þ

Equation (3) demonstrates the most common experi-

mental method for determining DCP, by measuring

DH as a function of temperature. The same equation

also implies that DH and DS for a given transition

change together and in the same direction as a func-

tion of the DCP. In other words, simply by inspecting

the equation, we know to expect that transitions

with large DCPs should exhibit significant enthalpy–

entropy compensation.1,2

In addition to describing DCP with respect to DH

and DS, we may also do so with respect to DG:

�CP ¼ �T
@2
�G

@T2

� �

P

ð4Þ

DCP is the second derivative of DG with respect to

temperature. Thus, folding transitions associated with

large DCP values should exhibit significant curvature

in a plot of DG versus temperature. The implications

of this phenomenon will be discussed below. Experi-

mentally, we see that in principle one can calculate

the DCP from a series of measurements of DG across

a range of temperatures; in practice this task proves

challenging, since uncertainty or noise in measure-

ments of DG becomes more pronounced by taking

the second derivative.

Finally, one can express heat capacity as the mean

squared fluctuation in enthalpy or entropy at equilib-

rium:

CP ¼
h@H2i

kT2

� �

P

¼
h@S2i

k

� �

P

ð5Þ

In addition to reinforcing the connection of CP with

enthalpy–entropy compensation, these expressions

underscore a physical picture of CP arising from the

extent of energetic fluctuation within a system.3 This

concept makes sense since molecular motions essen-

tially serve as bins in which energy is stored, such

that the system resists change in temperature as heat

is added to it. The concept that heat capacities are

related to molecular motions in systems comprised of

many weak interactions is central to some recent

computational approaches to modeling heat capacity

effects, as discussed below. However, whereas en-

thalpic/entropic fluctuations may constitute a large

fraction of the total heat capacity of the system,

changes in the partial molar heat capacity of solvated

nucleic acids due to folding arise mostly from

temperature-dependent coupled equilibria, as will be

discussed.

PHYSICAL ORIGINS OF HEAT CAPACITY
CHANGES IN BIOPOLYMER SYSTEMS

The partial molar heat capacity of a nucleic acid in

solution derives from a combination of solvent inter-

actions (both solute–solvent and solvent–solvent) and

internal solute effects, such as conformational en-

tropy, interconversion within ensembles of coupled

states, electrostatics, vibrational modes, and others.4

Based on decades of work on DCP in protein folding,

the prevailing view has been that solvent effects dom-

inate changes in the partial molar CP.
4–7 This percep-

tion has likely been reinforced by the fact that differ-

ential solvation of polar and nonpolar surfaces is

much easier to probe experimentally than internal sol-

ute effects. Although the fundamental contributions

to DCP for nucleic acid folding should be the same as

with other biopolymers, the balance of these factors

may be different for nucleic acids,8,9 especially given

the highly polyanionic nature of DNA and RNA.

Nevertheless, it is certainly the case that, when con-

sidering nucleic acid folding thermodynamics, the

‘‘system’’ comprises both the biopolymer and its sol-

vation shell. For all these reasons, our summary of

theory on the physical origin of DCPs in nucleic acid

folding commences with a discussion of the theory

describing such hydration effects. We discuss a vari-

ety of models for the interaction of water with polar

and nonpolar surfaces. In addition, we consider re-

cent work that shows how significant DCPs are a nat-

ural consequence of transitions within systems of

many weak, noncovalent interactions. Finally, we

describe the major impact temperature-dependent

structural equilibria of single-stranded species can

have on the partial molar DCPs observed for folding

transitions.
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Hydration of Polar and
Nonpolar Surfaces

Empirical Solvent Accessible Surface Area Tech-

niques. Early explanations of the large DCPs associ-

ated with protein folding correlated them with the

hydrophobic effect.10,11 Transfer of a nonpolar solute

into water is usually accompanied by a large and pos-

itive change in CP.
12–14 Given that protein unfolding

typically exposes nonpolar (and aromatic) surfaces to

solvent, it was reasoned that unfolding should also be

accompanied by a large and positive DCP, as is usu-

ally observed. Consequently, the most influential

models for calculating folding DCPs have employed

empirical data for solute transfer into water, applying

these data to calculations of solvent accessible sur-

face area (SASA) in folded versus unfolded states

(reviewed in Robertson and Murphy15). This ap-

proach has often been effective at predicting approxi-

mate DCPs for structural transitions and still enjoys

widespread use.

The SASA approach has two major elements. First,

it requires a dataset describing the CP effects of expos-

ing polar or nonpolar surface area to solvent. These

datasets typically are comprised of measurements

made with small molecule model compounds, pepti-

des, and some proteins. Phenomenologically, it turns

out that, at lower temperatures (e.g., room tempera-

ture), exposing polar surface area typically decreases

heat capacity whereas nonpolar exposure increases

heat capacity. These trends themselves are temperature

dependent, diminishing in magnitude as temperature

increases.12,13 From the model compound datasets,

one calculates ‘‘area coefficients’’ that represent CP

per unit area of polar or nonpolar surface exposed to

solvent. Different datasets vary significantly in the

magnitude of the calculated area coefficients, how-

ever.7,15 The second element of the SASA approach

applies these area coefficients to solvent accessible

surface areas calculated for the folded and unfolded

states of a given molecule, implicitly assuming addi-

tivity of solvation effects. Calculations for the folded

state can be made with confidence when they derive

from crystallographic or NMR-based structures (see

Figure 1). Modeling the unfolded state is far more dif-

ficult, as there is comparatively little data on the struc-

ture and heterogeneity of unfolded species.

Each of the two major elements that underlie SASA

techniques is the object of criticism. First, the unique

predictive capacity of any given set of area coefficients

is called into question by the fact that widely varying

coefficient sets can equivalently fit experimental DCP

data.15 Second, the difficulty of modeling the unfolded

state18 effectively means that one can significantly al-

ter a calculated DCP simply by changing the model.

As will be shown, temperature dependence of the sin-

gle-stranded state of nucleic acids can in fact be

the major contributor to large DCPs measured for

nucleic acid folding transitions. Nevertheless, for pro-

teins, SASA approaches have been largely successful.

Although the success of SASA approaches are often

interpreted as implying a dominant role for hydra-

tion in protein DCPs, it remains possible that other

effects that scale with surface area also contribute

significantly.

Importantly, area coefficients that work for calcu-

lating protein DCPs do not always succeed when

applied to protein–nucleic acid binding. Madan and

Sharp9 calculated the hydration DCP of a series of

nucleic acid constituents by using simulations with

explicitly modeled water, finding that the DCP associ-

ated with exposing nucleic acid polar surfaces to sol-

vent is significantly more positive than those calcu-

lated and observed for proteins. Further, it was shown

that not all polar atoms interact similarly with sol-

vent. At a minimum, then, a SASA approach relying

on a simple polar/nonpolar distinction most likely

averages out important differences in the hydration of

FIGURE 1 Solvent accessible surfaces for representative

RNA and protein structures. Surfaces were generated with a

1.2 Å probe and colored for absolute polarity. (a) The 54-

kD P4-P6 domain from the Tetrahymena thermophila

Group I intron (PDB entry 1GID).16 Polar and nonpolar sur-

faces are regularly ordered, corresponding to the phosphate

backbone and grooves of RNA duplex regions. Accessible

pores are visible at the center of the structure, where helices

pack. (b) The 53-kD bovine lens aminopeptidase (PDB

entry 1BLL).17 Polar and nonpolar surfaces are distributed

across the surface of the protein in a mosaic pattern. The

protein is densely packed, with no pores extending entirely

through the globular structure.
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various subgroups. In addition, the balance of hydra-

tion and other effects may differ between nucleic

acids and proteins. For example, other work by Gal-

lagher and Sharp8 showed that long-range electro-

static effects can contribute to partial molar DCP for

folding transitions. Such effects, while small in pro-

tein systems, could be more pronounced during large-

scale nucleic acid folding events and may be coupled

to effects relating to counterion condensation.

Finally, the highly ordered arrangement of polar

and nonpolar surfaces in nucleic acid structures may

invalidate the assumption that solvation effects are

additive.19 Double helical secondary structures pro-

duce ordered and extensive ‘‘spines’’ of polar surface

and grooves of nonpolar surface (Figure 1a), whereas

globular proteins tend to exhibit a far less ordered

distribution of polar and nonpolar surfaces (Figure

1b). Tertiary packing is also less dense in nucleic acid

structures, as evidenced by the central, solvent-

exposed channels apparent in the RNA structure

shown in Figure 1a. Nucleic acid structures therefore

have solvation properties very different from those of

proteins. These differences mean that SASA methods

used successfully with proteins may not transfer

directly to calculations of partial molar DCPs of

nucleic acid structural transitions. For example,

waters solvating nucleic acid structures may behave

differently from those that solvate proteins, due to

interactions with the large number of condensed

counterions localized in nucleic acid solvation shells.

Whereas the ionic contribution to nucleic acid folding

DCPs should prove to be an interesting area for study,

at present the volume and quality of data specifically

probing this issue are limited. In particular, much of

the currently available data do not enable one to sepa-

rate ‘‘pure’’ ionic effects on the DCP from those that

are actually solvent effects (i.e., deriving from expo-

sure of bases to solvent water) linked to ionic

strength-dependent changes in single-strand structure.

Qualitatively, we may expect that net hydration

contributions to the DCP for duplex association from

stacked single strands (i.e., ‘‘docking’’) are small

compared to those relevant to protein folding.20

Whereas a disproportionate amount of hydrophobic

surface area is buried during the folding of a typical

protein, duplex association occludes from solvent a

considerable amount of polar surface area (e.g., on

the Watson–Crick face of paired bases); this phenom-

enon opposes the contribution to DCP from burial of

aromatic surfaces upon strand association.

Models of Water Structure. There is a vast literature

devoted to the attempt to create a model of water

that is computationally tractable and yet reproduces

water’s curious macroscopic properties (reviewed in

Dill et al.21). Among the properties to be captured are

thermal expansion, isothermal compressibility, and,

importantly, heat capacity. In addition to simulating

these properties for bulk water, considerable effort

has been devoted to modeling aqueous solvation of

both polar and nonpolar solutes. Whereas empirical

SASA techniques are still the practical default for

calculating DCPs associated with large-scale struc-

tural changes in biopolymers, theoretical models of

solvation promise to illuminate the microscopic inter-

actions that underlie hydration DCPs. Given the fact

that hydration changes are likely to be a major factor

in the partial molar DCPs associated with nucleic acid

folding transitions, the ability to accurately model

them would represent a major achievement in under-

standing the physical basis for heat capacity changes.

Here, we summarize those models that most directly

address CP effects. Whether they are essentially qual-

itative or based on thermodynamic or statistical me-

chanical descriptions of solvent, all the models reca-

pitulate the idea that water in the immediate vicinity

of a biopolymer—the ‘‘solvation shell’’—behaves

quite differently from water in the bulk phase. These

solvation shells change dramatically during macro-

molecular folding.

The ‘‘Iceberg’’ Model. More than sixty years ago,

Frank and Evans22 accounted for the positive DCP

associated with hydration of nonpolar solutes with

the ‘‘iceberg’’ model, which endures as an intuitively

appealing conceptual description. The model states that

water molecules in the first solvation shell of a nonpolar

solute are highly structured, as in ice (Figure 2a).

These ice-like or clathrate structures are stabilized by

favorable (negative) enthalpy that overcomes the

unfavorable (negative) entropy of solvent ordering.

As temperature increases, the ice-like waters ‘‘melts,’’

gaining entropy. Concomitant with the entropic gain

is a gain in enthalpy, as water–water hydrogen bonds

are broken. This simultaneous rise in temperature, en-

thalpy, and entropy produces the observed positive

DCP, as expressed by Eq. (3). Greater fluctuation of

the solvating waters between states is also consistent

with a positive change in CP as defined in Eq. (5).

The iceberg model, however, cannot explain the neg-

ative DCPs usually observed for hydration of polar

solutes, wherein solvating waters also become struc-

tured.3,23,24 Furthermore, it has been shown that the

degree of structure in water of the solvation shell can-

not be as great as that observed in ice.25 Perhaps the

most important behavior suggested by the iceberg

model is that water assumes distinct structural prefer-

ences as a function of both temperature and hydration

of solute. More recent models attempt to describe
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these structural preferences and their thermodynamic

signatures in greater detail, more generally account-

ing for experimentally observed CP effects.

Two-State Thermodynamic Models. One approach

to simulating the thermodynamic effects of hydration

involves ‘‘two-state water,’’ wherein water is modeled

as existing in states of low hydrogen bonding (broken)

or high hydrogen bonding (unbroken). Each state is

assigned thermodynamic parameters based on experi-

mental data. There are several such related models (for

example, 26–28) and recent refinements.29–31 These

models fairly reproduce the observed positive DCP for

hydration of nonpolar surfaces as well as the tempera-

ture dependence of that DCP, but they appear to do so

despite an incorrect description of the DH and DS of

nonpolar solute hydration.7

Statistical–Mechanical Models. Some of the most

detailed insights into the physical basis of hydration

DCPs are coming from studies in which Monte Carlo

or molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of water (in

various degrees of simplification) are coupled with

statistical mechanical energetic treatments. Here we

will briefly discuss only those approaches that most

directly address CP effects.

Mercedes–Benz Model. Based on earlier work,23

the Mercedes–Benz (MB) model uses a simplified,

two-dimensional (2D) representation of water. Water

molecules are modeled as discs with three equally

spaced arms (Figure 2b) that incidentally resemble the

Mercedes–Benz logo.32 Each disc is assigned parame-

ters for Lennard–Jones attraction/repulsion and hydro-

gen bonding along the axes of the radial arms. Whereas

hydrogen bonding is not explicitly polar in the model,

it does display angular and distance dependence. Col-

lections of MB waters are subjected to Monte Carlo

simulation, and statistics are collected describing the

interactions of the modeled waters. From the fluctua-

tions in these statistical parameters one calculates aver-

age ensemble values, such as the CP.

MB simulations are appealing because their re-

duced dimensionality renders them computationally

tractable. Moreover, the MB model qualitatively repro-

duces many of the bulk properties of water, including

freezing, thermal expansion, isothermal compressibil-

ity, hydrophobic solvation, and heat capacity.21,32,33

When nonpolar solutes are modeled along with MB

water, the solvating waters become locally ordered,

but in a way less pronounced than seen with MB ice.32

The success of the MB simplified model of water sug-

gests that water behavior emerges largely as a result of

its rigid hydrogen-bonding geometry. However, the

MB model, like the other models so far discussed, does

not explain CP effects associated with hydration of po-

lar surfaces.

Other Models Using MB-like Water. More recent

work has exploited the computational facility of the

MB model by using 2D, MB-like waters, but altering

the energetic parameters associated with each water

molecule modeled. For example, one approach parti-

tions groups of three water molecules into one of

three categories: cage-like, dense, or expanded.34–36

Each category reflects a distinct geometric arrange-

FIGURE 2 Models for hydrophobic solvation. (a) The

‘‘iceberg’’ model. Solvating waters form ice-like networks

of favorable enthalpy. As temperature increases, these net-

works are disrupted and enthalpy increases. (b) The Mer-

cedes-Benz model, adapted from Dill et al.21 Water is

modeled as a 2D disc with radial arms capable of H-bond-

ing. Water–water interactions are described via interradial

distance, r, and bonding angle, �. Lennard–Jones and H-

bonding potentials are applied as a function of r and �. (c)
The random network model, adapted from Sharp and

Madan.3 Water–water interactions are described via inter-

oxygen distance, r, and angle, �. These parameters are used

to calculate mean and standard deviation of H-bond length

and the root mean square H-bond angle. (d) Model for heat

capacity changes arising from phase transitions within H-

bonded networks, adapted from Cooper.44 At low tempera-

ture, solute–solute, solute–solvent, and solvent–solvent H-

bonding networks are extensive. As temperature increases,

solute–solute bonds are lost and are not replaced with sol-

ute–solvent bonds because bonding networks are disrupted.

The net loss in H-bonding results in a temperature-depend-

ent increase in enthalpy.

42 Mikulecky and Feig
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ment of waters and is assigned its own set of ener-

getic parameters. Over the course of a simulation,

water triplets may fluctuate between categories. Dis-

tributions of triplets within each category are used to

populate a partition function that in turn can be used

to calculate ensemble-averaged macroscopic proper-

ties (e.g., heat capacity). Other methods have applied

thermodynamic perturbation and integral equation

theoretical treatments to MB water.37,38 These meth-

ods largely reproduce the results of much more com-

putationally intensive Monte Carlo simulations. A

refinement on this method imparts an explicit orienta-

tion dependence to the integral equation describing

water–water interactions.39 Although these efficient

analytical methods are still being developed, they

promise to yield great insight into the temperature-de-

pendent structural preferences of solvating waters.

Random Network Model. One technique for mod-

eling water behavior does account for the opposing

signs of DCP for hydration of polar and nonpolar sur-

faces. Building on earlier work,40,41 Sharp and co-

workers have developed a method that combines a

random network model of water with Monte Carlo or

all-atom MD simulations.3,9,42,43 The random net-

work model views water as possessing some sem-

blance of ice-like tetrahedral hydrogen bonding struc-

ture, distorted by thermal fluctuation. This behavior

can be reasonably described in terms of three parame-

ters: mean hydrogen bond length, standard deviation

of hydrogen bond length, and root mean square

hydrogen bond angle (Figure 2c). The model provides

equations of state for macroscopic thermodynamic

quantities as a function of these three parameters. A

recent study42 applied the random network model to a

series of simulations with a wide range of solutes.

The waters in each simulation were described in

terms of a joint distribution function that considered

both the separation and relative orientation of water

pairs. It turned out that water pairs in solvation shells

tended to cluster into one of two categories: low

angle/low separation pairs (more strongly interacting)

and high angle/high separation pair (more weakly

interacting). Nonpolar solutes promoted the former

whereas polar solutes promoted the latter, in a man-

ner that correlated strongly with observed DCPs of

hydration for the solute molecules studied. This cor-

relation was supported by the fact that low angle/low

separation water pairs undergo larger energy fluctua-

tions than their high angle counterparts, consistent

with a positive DCP for nonpolar hydration. In short,

the study provided a plausible structural explanation

for DCPs of hydration. Whereas both polar and non-

polar solutes engendered structure in solvating

waters, the angular nature of that structure differed in

a thermodynamically meaningful way.

Phase Transitions in Hydrogen-
Bonded Networks

The models for DCPs of hydration discussed so far

largely attribute CP effects to differential solvation of

polar and nonpolar surfaces. Another line of thought

suggests that the positive DCPs typically observed for

unfolding transitions could be a general feature of

order–disorder transitions in systems comprised of

many weak interactions.44 This view was prompted in

part by the observation that even the melting of polar

organic solids is accompanied by a positive DCP
45 and

that the significant enthalpy–entropy compensation

associated with large DCPs is widely observed in weak

molecular interactions.46,47 The theory envisions

folded biomolecules as ‘‘islands’’ of cooperatively or-

dered hydrogen bonds,45 or ‘‘surface molten solids.’’48

These ordered islands exist within a bulk solution

of comparatively less order. Descriptive, algebraic,

and statistical mechanical lattice treatments of this

model45,49,50 all produce a picture of unfolding consist-

ent with an increase in CP. At low temperature, unfold-

ing does not result in a significant net loss of hydrogen

bonding because solute–solute bonding is substantially

replaced by solvent–solute bonding (Figure 2d). At

high temperatures, however, the hydrogen bonding

network of the aqueous solvent becomes disrupted, so

fewer solute–solute bonds are replaced with bonds

from solvent upon unfolding. The resulting net loss in

hydrogen bonding occurs with positive enthalpy. Since

unfolding occurs with a progressive increase in en-

thalpy as temperature rises, the DCP for unfolding is

positive. This model argues persuasively that phase

transitions within hydrogen-bonded networks can con-

tribute to observed DCPs of unfolding when nonpolar

surface is exposed to solvent; it does not transparently

account for negative DCPs associated with exposure of

polar surfaces, however.

Temperature-Dependent Coupled
Equilibria of Single Strands

Temperature-dependent, enthalpically significant cou-

pled equilibria of unfolded species often seem to be the

primary origin of DCPs observed for nucleic acid fold-

ing transitions. The potential for linked equilibria to

contribute to observed DCPs has been clearly described

for the unfolding of proteins engaged in coupled

ligand-binding equilibria.7,51 Similar phenomena ap-

pear to account for observed DCPs in specific binding

of proteins to single-stranded DNA.52 The model is

general and applies equally well to the dissociation of

nucleic acid strands engaged in linked stacking/confor-

mational equilibria. Single-stranded nucleic acids ex-

hibit very large temperature-dependent changes in

DCP of Nucleic Acid Folding 43
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stacking structure, and the coupled energetics of single-

stranded ordering make large contributions to overall

duplex formation,20,53–57 an issue that has been ad-

dressed recently from the standpoint of hybridization

prediction algorithms.58,59 In fact, as mentioned above,

coupled stacking/unstacking events may be the domi-

nant source of DCPs observed for duplex association,

because the surfaces buried from solvent during sta-

cked strand docking produce little net change in polar

versus nonpolar hydration, as convincingly demon-

strated by the groups of Record and Privalov.20,56 One

recent study demonstrated for a series of five DNA

duplexes, across a wide range of ionic strengths, that

the DCPs observed by calorimetry for duplex associa-

tion could be quantitatively predicted from independ-

ently measured DHs and fractional extents of folding of

the component strands.60

In more complicated nucleic acid folding transi-

tions (e.g., those of multibranch helical junctions or

structured RNAs), the temperature-dependent heat

capacity of single-stranded regions could therefore

impact the stability of intermediate folding states.

The impact of such intermediate states on the stability

of a native structure can be significant. For example,

one study found that RNase P RNA from a thermo-

philic organism achieved enhanced thermal stability

by folding from a less structured intermediate state

than the corresponding mesophilic RNA;61 folding

from the intermediate state occurred with a DCP five

times larger in the thermophilic RNA.

The problem of deconvoluting coupled equilibria

in nucleic acid folding DCPs is inherently difficult.

Experimentally, the best way to deal with it seems to

be using both thermal scanning and isothermal tech-

niques together,20,60,62 to assess the extent of contri-

butions from changes in the structure of single

strands. The importance of doing so is highlighted in

greater detail in a later section that describes the

methods frequently used to measure DCPs associated

with nucleic acid folding.

IMPACT OF HEAT CAPACITY CHANGES
ON NUCLEIC ACID FOLDING

Cold Denaturation

In the absence of a DCP, the free energy associated

with nucleic acid unfolding is linear with tempera-

ture, as expressed by the Gibbs equation:

�G ¼ �H � T�S ð6Þ

However, introduction of a DCP introduces curvature

in the temperature-dependent stability profile, as

reflected by the fact that CP is the second derivative

of G with respect to temperature. In the case of

nucleic acid folding transitions it is highly likely that

DCP itself significantly depends on temperature. To

accommodate a temperature-dependent DCP, the Gibbs

law can be modified:

�G ¼
Tref � T

Tref

� �

�Href

þ

Z T

Tref

�CPdT �

Z T

Tref

�CPdðln TÞ ð7Þ

where DHref is the change in enthalpy upon unfolding

at an arbitrary reference temperature, Tref, which is

often set at the high-temperature melting midpoint

(i.e., the TM) for convenience. Usually, there is insuf-

ficient data to usefully describe the temperature de-

pendence of DCP. Therefore, an integrated form of

the modified Gibbs law is frequently used in which

DCP is assumed to be constant:

�G ¼ �Href � T�Sref

þ�CP½ðT � TrefÞ � T lnðT=TrefÞ� ð8Þ

where DSref is the change in entropy upon unfolding

at the reference temperature. Two related consequen-

ces of the temperature-dependent curvature in DG

imparted by DCP (see Figure 3) are 1) that there

FIGURE 3 Impact of DCP on structural stability. In the

absence of a DCP, the DG for unfolding is linear with tem-

perature [Eq. (6)] and DGunfold equals zero at one point cor-

responding to the conventional TM. The presence of a DCP

imparts curvature to the temperature-dependent stability of

the folded state [Eq. (8)]. This curvature has two major con-

sequences. First, there exists a temperature of maximum

stability, Tmax. Second, Tmax is flanked by two points at

which DGunfold equals zero, corresponding to both hot and

cold melting temperatures. Stability is altered at all temper-

atures other than an arbitrary reference state (the high-tem-

perature TM in this plot).
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exists a temperature of maximum stability, Tmax, and

2) that unfolding can in principle be induced by suffi-

ciently deviating in temperature either above or

below Tmax. The phenomenon of cold unfolding, or

cold denaturation, has been amply demonstrated for

proteins and linked to the presence of a large, positive

DCP for unfolding (reviewed in Privalov63). Due in

part to the limitations of older calorimeters, it has

long been assumed that DCPs were insignificant for

nucleic acid folding,64,65 although at least one early

calorimetric study discussed the possibility of cold

denaturation of RNA.66 Only recently has the occur-

rence and impact of DCPs associated with nucleic

acid folding become the focus of systematic investi-

gation (e.g., 67–70). Attending the recent influx of

DCP data for nucleic acid structural changes have

been further predictions of the possibility of nucleic

acid cold denaturation.67,71 Based on the magnitudes

of DCPs observed for DNA and RNA oligomer duplex

formation, cold denaturation transitions for such com-

plexes would typically be expected at temperatures

below –1208C.70,71 Obviously, such temperatures are

not accessible to aqueous solutions. Furthermore, the

temperature dependence of nucleic acid DCPs alluded

to previously makes global cold denaturation in aque-

ous solutions even less likely, as the DCP promoting

cold unfolding itself shrinks with lowered tempera-

ture due to increases in the structure of unfolded

states. However, cold denaturation of RNA has been

observed in solutions containing a methanol cosol-

vent.72,73 In these studies of a bimolecular hammer-

head ribozyme, the cosolvent permits data collection

at subzero temperatures; in addition, the cosolvent

destabilizes the folded state and very likely perturbs

single-strand stacking equilibria in the unfolded state.

An initial attempt to estimate the DCP of unfolding

under these conditions employed direct curve-fitting

of optical melting data. This approach yielded an

apparent DCP for unfolding too small to account for

the observed cold denaturation, possibly as a result of

non-two-state folding. However, global fitting of hot

and cold unfolding data across a matrix of solution

conditions yielded a much larger DCP that accurately

predicted the observed cold melting temperature.

This DCP was confirmed by isothermal titration calo-

rimetry, and it was shown that the DCP was signifi-

cantly methanol dependent.73 In related work, it was

shown that the catalytic domain of RNase P RNA

from a thermophilic bacterium cold denatures in

methanol cosolvent, but the corresponding RNA from

a mesophilic bacterium does not (Takach, Mikulecky,

Chen, and Feig, unpublished result). This finding was

significant because the thermophilic RNA had previ-

ously been independently shown to have a fivefold

larger DCP than its mesophilic counterpart for unfold-

ing to an intermediate state,61 providing a correlation

between DCP and cold denaturation in those systems.

It is important to recall here that the presence of

cosolvent was critical to observing cold unfolding

and that the molecular details of the cold-denatured

state remain unclear. Given that the cosolvent con-

centrations used in these studies largely support ham-

merhead ribozyme catalysis (and therefore also sup-

port the native fold), the methanol dependence of the

DCP for hammerhead ribozyme unfolding probably

reflects perturbations to the unfolded state. Specifi-

cally, the added methanol may have helped to pre-

serve disorder in the single strands at low tempera-

ture, thereby helping to maintain a large DCP for the

folding transition. This situation recapitulates the idea

that DCPs commonly observed for nucleic acid fold-

ing are intimately connected to shifts in unfolded

state ensembles.

Inclusion of DCP in Thermodynamic
Models for Structure Prediction

Clearly, global cold denaturation of nucleic acid struc-

ture is not likely to occur in entirely aqueous solutions.

Nevertheless, Eqs. (7) and (8) demonstrate that finite

DCPs alter overall stability at all temperatures except

Tref. Widely used secondary structure prediction algo-

rithms uniformly employ nearest-neighbors parameters

that derive from van’t Hoff analysis of thermal melting

data wherein a zero DCP is implicit.65,74 The oligo-

meric duplexes used to parameterize the nearest neigh-

bors datasets typically melt at around 50–608C, so Tref

effectively lies in this range. Since temperature-de-

pendent changes in DH and DS largely offset one

another in DG, the zero DCP approximation is usually

adequate for routine stability estimations of short

stretches of duplex at 378C. The same may not be true

for applications that require high-precision estimates

of DG for hybridization of short duplexes. The temper-

ature dependence of DCP conferred by linked single-

strand equilibria further complicates the prediction of

folding energetics at temperatures distant from those

at which parameter data are collected. One recent

study directly compared two different nearest neigh-

bors datasets, one wherein parameters were collected

assuming a zero DCP and the other taking DCPs

into account;69 the authors found that the extracted

free energy increments differed substantially for some

nearest neighbors pairs but not for others, suggesting a

possible sequence dependence for DCPs of duplex for-

mation. Such effects average out in the case of longer
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duplexes, but could skew calculated stabilities of

shorter ones.

Predicted values of DH and DS are less accurate

than those for DG and vary especially between oligo-

meric and polymeric duplexes; inclusion of DCP

within stability calculations can reconcile these dif-

ferences.68,75 A more recent study by Chalikian and

coworkers found that explicit consideration of DCP

was necessary to calculate adequate differential ther-

modynamic parameters (DDH, DDS) between various

duplexes in an effort to understand the physical basis

of their different stabilities.70 Finally, although little

is known about DCPs associated with higher order

nucleic acid structures, there are some indications

that they can be significant and can vary widely

between structures.61,76–78 If this emerging picture is

true, then thermodynamically based three-dimen-

sional structure prediction algorithms will need to

incorporate terms for DCP.

METHODS FOR MEASURING DCPS
ASSOCIATED WITH NUCLEIC ACID
FOLDING

DCPs for nucleic acid structural changes have been

obtained by many methods. Purely computational

methods for calculating CPs associated with hydra-

tion of solvent accessible surfaces were described

above. Here we summarize the major experimental

approaches used to determine DCP. In particular, we

compare van’t Hoff treatments of thermal melting

data with both differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC) and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC).

Finally, we highlight the ability of complementary

measurements by different techniques to help decon-

volute the components of DCP.

van’t Hoff Methods

To date, most thermodynamic measurements of

nucleic acid structural changes have used van’t Hoff

models. Although they can be applied in several

forms, all van’t Hoff models essentially provide an

indirect measure of DH —and DCP —through the

temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant,

K, of the unfolding reaction. The models assume that

molecules exist in one of two states, folded or

unfolded. Any physical property that changes in pro-

portion to the concentration of molecules in folded

versus unfolded states (e.g., absorbance at 260 nm,

molar ellipticity, anisotropy of a conjugated fluoro-

phore, etc.) can be monitored to obtain K as a func-

tion of temperature. The fundamental van’t Hoff rela-

tions involved are

lnK ¼ �
�H

RT
þ
�S

R
ð9Þ

and the derivative of Eq. (9) with respect to tempera-

ture

�H ¼ �R
d lnK

dð1=TÞ

� �

ð10Þ

By taking the slope of a plot of ln K versus 1/T, one

can extract the van’t Hoff DH for a folding transition.

If a DCP is associated with that transition, such a plot

will exhibit curvature and the DH will correspond to

the instantaneous slope at any given temperature. If

the data density and curvature are sufficient, such

plots can be fit to an expanded equation to simultane-

ously obtain van’t Hoff values for DH and DCP:

�H ¼ �R
d lnK

dð1=TÞ

� �

þ

Z T

Tref

�Cp dT ð11Þ

This approach proves difficult, however, because

noise in the measurements and the limited tempera-

ture ranges probed often conspire to mask the curva-

ture conferred by DCP.

Most frequently, bimolecular constructs are used

and K is continuously perturbed by thermal scanning.

The hyperchromicity at 260 nm is typically moni-

tored as a measure of the ensemble-averaged degree

of folding. If extinction coefficients are known for the

folded and unfolded states—or assumed from pre-

and posttransition baselines—K can be calculated

from the fraction of folded molecules79:

K ¼
�

2ð1� �Þ2CT=4
ð12Þ

where � is the fraction of folded molecules and CT is

the total strand concentration. In Eqs. (12)–(14), CT/4

is replaced by CT in the case of a self-complementary

duplex. The optical data can then be directly fit to

yield van’t Hoff values for DH and TM by using the

relation

K �
CT

4
¼ exp

�H

R

1

TM
�

1

T

� �� �

ð13Þ

Since DG ¼ 0 at the TM, DS can be calculated as DH/

TM. In principle, direct fitting models can also include

DCP as a fitted parameter, but the high correlation

between DH and DCP generally precludes unique sol-

utions. Instead, one can perturb K (and thus TM) sim-

ply by adjusting the total strand concentration. In this
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way, one can generate a plot of DH versus TM, the

slope of which corresponds to the van’t Hoff DCP

over the narrow temperature range accessible (typi-

cally < 108C wide).

Alternately, again exploiting the fact that DG ¼ 0

at the TM, one can generate the van’t Hoff expression

1

TM
¼

R

�H
lnðCT=4Þ þ

�S

�H
ð14Þ

By measuring TM at a variety of strand concentra-

tions, one can extract van’t Hoff DH and DS values

from the slope and intercept of a plot of 1/TM versus

ln (CT/4). This approach is thought to produce more

reliable values of DH than direct fitting80 and has

been used to generate the vast majority of data on

which nearest-neighbors structure prediction algo-

rithms rely.74,81 Differences in DH values produced

by these two methods are taken as an indication of

non-two-state folding or the presence of a DCP.
79 As

with plots of ln K versus 1/T, a significant DCP should

manifest as curvature in a plot of 1/TM versus ln (CT/

4), but the same difficulties also confront attempts to

fit the curvature to obtain a van’t Hoff DCP. For this

reason, such DCPs typically require confirmation

through calorimetry.

Calorimetric Methods

The use of calorimetric methods to measure the ther-

modynamics of nucleic acid folding transitions has

increased tremendously over the last decade. This

trend has been fueled by advent of high-precision

microcalorimeters and by the ready availability of

large amounts of chemically synthesized nucleic

acids. Furthermore, the amount of high-resolution

structural data for nucleic acid structures has grown

dramatically, spurring interest in the physical–chemi-

cal forces that drive the formation of observed

nucleic acid structures. Two calorimetric methods in

particular have emerged as central, complementary

tools for the direct measurement of folding thermody-

namics: differential scanning calorimetry and isother-

mal titration calorimetry. The use of these techniques

(both singly and paired) has been well-reviewed else-

where;82–86 we therefore do not attempt a comprehen-

sive description of the techniques here. We address

apparent differences between DCPs measured by cal-

orimetry versus van’t Hoff methods, as well as differ-

ences in DCPs obtained from thermal scanning versus

isothermal calorimetry. The discussion will highlight

the prominent contribution that coupled equilibria

(e.g., stacking equilibria of single strands) can make

to experimentally observed DCPs.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry. In a DSC experi-

ment (Figure 4), the excess heat capacity (CXS
P ) of a

sample solution is monitored while temperature is

raised or lowered at a constant rate. Generally, this is

accomplished by measuring the differential heat flow

between the sample and a reference. As both sample

and reference undergo temperature scanning, (un)fold-

ing reactions that occur in the nucleic acid sample will

either take up or release heat, and this differential heat

is obtained by subtraction of the reference thermal pro-

file. Differential scanning calorimeters have typically

operated by one of two measurement principles: heat

flux or power compensation, with the latter method

increasingly dominating over the last few decades for

biomolecular applications. Heat flux DSC instruments

employ a single heater for both sample and reference.87

As the heater scans across temperatures, differences in

heat flow that result from (un)folding events are mea-

sured by thermocouples affixed to each cell. Thus, dif-

ferential heat flow results in a measurable DT between

the two cells, from which DCP is calculated. By con-

trast, power compensation DSC instruments measure

the differential power required to maintain the sample

and reference cells at equal temperature.88 These in-

struments employ separate heaters for the sample and

reference cells, and these heaters are controlled via

feedback from coupled temperature sensors.

Folding transitions appear as peaks on thermo-

grams from either type of instrument, and the TM of

FIGURE 4 Example of DSC data for thermal melting of

a 13-mer DNA duplex. The melting data (solid line) have

been corrected by subtraction of a buffer blank dataset and

normalized for concentration of duplex. The calorimetric

DH for the melting transition is obtained by integrating the

area under the melting peak. The data can be fit to a ther-

modynamic model to extract the TM and DCP, as shown.

DCPs obtained from fits to DSC data incur uncertainty due

to the somewhat subjective process of assigning pre- and

posttransition baselines.
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the transition occurs near the thermogram peak—the

TM corresponds exactly to the peak in the case of a

unimolecular transition where DCP equals zero. Inte-

grating a peak with respect to temperature yields the

DH for the transition, and the associated DCP can be

calculated from the difference in pre- and posttransi-

tion baselines. DG and DS can also be extracted from

DSC data, but these values are indirectly obtained

and are less reliable than DSC measurements of DH

and DCP. Melting data for short duplexes may require

fitting to multiple transitions, to account for a pre-

melting transition that has been attributed to fraying

and/or twisting of the duplex.56

Peak data can be fit in ways that either accommo-

date finite DCPs or ignore them. The latter method

yields a van’t Hoff DH. The ratio of calorimetric to

van’t Hoff DHs can be diagnostic of intermediate

folding states that occur near the TM. Whereas DSC

is in one sense ideal for determining DCPs—because

it directly measures heat capacity—the method has a

few drawbacks. DSC experiments can require large

amounts of sample, although newer instruments can

in some cases generate good data given only a few

dozen micrograms. To the extent that higher concen-

trations must be employed relative to optical techni-

ques (as in the case of a low-enthalpy transition),

nonideal solution conditions or aggregation of dena-

tured molecules can be problematic. For bimolecular

and higher-order complexes, high sample concentra-

tions also shift the TM considerably upward. This phe-

nomenon results in two problems. First, one must

scan well past the transition to obtain a reliable base-

line; if the TM is too high, one either truncates the

baseline or risks sample degradation that contributes

to the observed heat capacity. Second, thermody-

namic parameters collected by DSC apply at the TM,

and this factor is not always accounted for in reported

values.57

The most important limit in the measurement of

DCPs from DSC thermograms is that they depend

heavily on the selection of pre- and posttransition

baselines. Small perturbations in the regions assigned

as ‘‘baseline’’ can produce large changes in the calcu-

lated DCP. This phenomenon is further exacerbated

since problems resulting from buffer mismatch

between background and sample runs can lead to arti-

facts after baseline subtraction. Finally, in the case of

RNA samples, sample degradation at high tempera-

ture can also alter the baseline, leading to additional

uncertainty in these measurements. All these factors

notwithstanding, DSC remains the most direct means

to measure heat capacity changes associated with

nucleic acid folding transitions. Continual improve-

ments in calorimeter technology will only increase

the utility of the method.

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry. During an ITC

experiment (Figure 5a), small volumes of a concen-

trated titrant solution are injected into a titrand solu-

tion and the consequent release or absorption of heat

is measured for each injection. The heat measure-

ments are normalized against a reference cell contain-

ing a buffer blank. As with DSC instruments, most ti-

tration calorimeters used for studies of biomolecules

operate by heat flux or power compensation princi-

ples, with the latter predominating for biomolecular

applications. The experiment is run at a single tem-

perature, and the differential heat flux or power

required to maintain temperature in the sample and

reference cells is measured and used to calculate

heats of injection. Individual injection peaks are inte-

grated to yield injection enthalpies. Plots of injection

enthalpy versus the molar ratio of titrant to titrand

can be fit in a model-dependent fashion to obtain DH,

DS, K, and stoichiometry for the reaction. ITC is

widely used to study protein–ligand binding but can

also be used to investigate nucleic acid–ligand inter-

actions or the binding and coupled folding of bimo-

lecular nucleic acid constructs. DH is by far the

parameter most reliably measured by ITC and, by

varying the temperature, the apparent DCP can be ob-

tained without difficulty (Figure 5b). K values up to

� 109 can usually be readily determined, and compet-

itive binding approaches can be used to indirectly

measure very tight binding.89 DS is calculated from K

and DH, and therefore incurs uncertainty from propa-

gated error. The stoichiometry of the reaction is eas-

ily determined from the intersection of the transition

midpoint with molar ratio axis of the plot. Sample

requirements for ITC experiments are often less than

for DSC. However, it should be noted that, in contrast

to the model-free calorimetric DHs that can be mea-

sured in DSC experiments, enthalpy changes (and

other parameters) obtained from fits to ITC data are

meaningful only to the extent that the fitting model

matches the experimental system. The total enthalpy

change for any given titration, however, can be accu-

rately measured regardless of how well modeled the

system is.

A key feature of ITC is that, whereas parameters

(DH and DS) obtained from DSC or other thermal

scanning methods apply at the TM, thermodynamic

values measured by ITC relate to the temperature at

which the experiment was conducted. In most cases

this temperature will be significantly lower than the

TM for a given construct. As a result, ‘‘unfolded’’ or

premixed states of nucleic acids may contain more re-

sidual structure than the same molecules at TM. The

implications of such differences in ‘‘unfolded’’ end-

state are discussed below.
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DCP Calculated by van’t Hoff versus Calorimetric

Methods. Differences in DH (and thus DCP) as mea-

sured by van’t Hoff and calorimetric techniques have

been the subject of intense scrutiny.90–94 The central

question is whether van’t Hoff values for DH can be

reconciled with their calorimetric counterparts by

explicit inclusion of DCP terms in van’t Hoff analysis

or whether the two methods are actually not mea-

suring thermodynamics for exactly the same phenom-

ena. For example, calorimetric measurements, though

certainly ‘‘true,’’ could be measuring temperature-de-

pendent contributions of interactions with buffer

components that do not show up in a van’t Hoff mea-

surement.90 Simulations of van’t Hoff data for sys-

tems exhibiting a finite DCP suggested that, whereas

it might not be practical to extract DCP from ln K ver-

sus 1/T representations of equilibrium data, independ-

ently obtained DCPs could reconcile van’t Hoff and

calorimetric enthalpies.92 Murphy and coworkers

simulated systems wherein the equilibrium intended

for study was coupled to equilibria for binding/fold-

ing93 and protonation.94 In each case they observed

that van’t Hoff and calorimetric enthalpies matched

when considered over the same temperature range,

provided experimental systems were allowed to fully

reach equilibrium.

A central difference between van’t Hoff and calo-

rimetric determinations of DCP is that van’t Hoff

approaches assume two-state folding transitions whereas

calorimetric methods make no such assumption. This

limitation of the van’t Hoff model cannot be allevi-

ated except to devise experimental means to cleanly

separate folding transitions. Given the great propen-

sity of macromolecules to participate in multistate

transitions and to exhibit coupled equilibria, clean

separation is often unrealized. Therefore, ITC

emerges as a useful method to measure DH and the

dependence of DH on temperature at physiologically

relevant temperatures. Applied to nucleic acid fold-

ing, ITC has proven to be a particularly sensitive

technique for measuring apparent DCPs arising from

conformational equilibria of unpaired strands.

FIGURE 5 (a) Example of ITC data for the titration of a

short (7-mer) RNA strand into its complement. The down-

ward deflections in the raw thermal data (top) reflect the

exothermic processes of base-pairing and coupled stacking

that occur with each injection. The raw data are integrated

and normalized for concentration (bottom, black squares) to

produce a plot of injection enthalpy versus molar ratio

(titrant : titrand). The integrated data are fit to a thermody-

namic model (lower panel, solid line) to obtain the DH, KA,

and stoichiometry (n) for the reaction from the y-intercept,

transition slope, and transition midpoint, respectively. The

reaction DS can be calculated from the fitted DH and KA.

(b) DCP can be determined from the temperature depend-

ence of DH measured by ITC. In the figure, DH values

obtained from ITC experiments at five temperatures are fit

to a line, the slope of which corresponds to a linear approxi-

mation of the observed DCP for the duplex association reac-

tion in that temperature window (0.5 kcal mol–1 K–1 for the

data shown).
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Complementarity of Techniques. The mixture of

techniques available to measure the thermodynamics

of folding transitions includes both thermal scanning

(DSC, optical melting) and isothermal (ITC) meth-

ods. These techniques measure thermodynamic pa-

rameters largely pertaining to different temperature

ranges (Figure 6); the measurements may therefore

correspond to different sets of thermodynamic end-

states, thus complicating comparison of measured

parameters from different studies. For the most part,

large-scale efforts devoted to populating nearest-neigh-

bors tables for secondary structure prediction have

conscientiously employed duplexes melting within a

fairly narrow temperature range,81,95 but that range

(� 40–608C) is significantly higher than those used in

most ITC studies of nucleic acid folding. This broad

range of temperatures across different types of ex-

periment does not in itself constitute a problem, as

thermodynamic parameters can be extrapolated to a

common reference temperature. However, as previ-

ously emphasized, single-stranded nucleic acids can

undergo enthalpically significant, temperature-de-

pendent changes in structure. Thermal scanning stud-

ies of duplex formation therefore yield DH, DS, and

DG values, that reflect not only the disruption of dou-

ble helical duplex structure but also—at the TM—a

fairly significant progression of single helices toward

a random coil-like state. By contrast, the same duplex

observed by ITC at 258C will produce thermody-

namic parameters reflecting formation of the double

helix from single strands that may themselves possess

a large degree of stacking or other self-structure.

Clearly, the end-states of the two experiments differ.

Therefore, extrapolation of DH or DS to a common

reference temperature by means of DCP will produce

different results in each case unless the DCP is con-

stant over the entire temperature range, which will

only hold true for short sequences that are not prone

to stacking.

For similar reasons, DCPs observed by thermal

scanning methods will differ from those measured by

ITC. In the former case, single strands are already

significantly unfolded at the TM, so further tempera-

ture-dependent unfolding of those strands will be rel-

atively modest, though not absent. In contrast, pertur-

bation of single-stranded structure across the lower

temperature ranges typically sampled in ITC experi-

ments could be very significant. In many cases, it is

now clear that observed DCPs of duplex formation

arise primarily from the temperature dependence of

linked equilibria between structured and unstructured

single strands.20,55,56,60 Interestingly, one study that

extracted DCP from mechanical unfolding data for

single DNA molecules revealed a temperature-de-

pendent DCP between 11 and 528C, consistent with

an increase in single-stranded structure at lower tem-

perature.96 Apparent DCPs involving single-stranded

nucleic acids, as measured by ITC, must therefore be

treated with special care; they quite possibly will not

correspond to a well-defined equilibrium. On the

other hand, these apparent DCPs may contain useful

FIGURE 6 Methods for measuring DCP sample different

temperature ranges, where unfolded end-states may differ.

(a) Schematic showing the temperature range typically

probed by ITC, UV-visible melting, and DSC relative to the

conformations sampled by a hypothetical duplex sample.

ITC predominantly measures duplex association from par-

tially stacked states of single strands. (b) Schematic depict-

ing the experimental space available to ITC, UV-visible

melting, and DSC with respect to the TM of the sample.

Thermal scanning techniques yield parameters relevant to

the TM, which lies within a range where single strands tend

toward less-ordered states. Extrapolations of DH measured

at TM to lower temperature (using DCP
TM) implicitly assume

that unfolded states possess the same degree of disorder that

they possess at the TM. ITC experiments are typically con-

ducted at lower temperatures so that duplex formation pro-

ceeds to completion; single strands may therefore proceed

through many intermediate structural states. Unfolded end-

states may thus be ill defined in ITC experiments performed

at different temperatures (to measure DCP
ITC), but observed

DHITC values accurately describe reactions as they actually

occur at the experimental temperatures.
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thermodynamic information about single-strand equi-

libria. Moreover, values measured by thermal scan-

ning methods have their own limitations. Most com-

monly, parameters measured from thermal scanning

experiments are extrapolated to 378C to describe the

energetics of folding at physiological temperature.

But these extrapolated values still implicitly reflect a

transition between duplex and nearly random-coil

states, an equilibrium that is probably not observed at

378C.

SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE FOR
NUCLEIC ACID FOLDING DCPS

Although the literature reporting DCPs associated with

nucleic acid structural changes (Table I) does not

approach in scale that describing nucleic acid thermo-

dynamics in general, reports of such DCPs nevertheless

extend back several decades. Much early work involved

measurements on bulk, polymeric duplex DNA,

whereas more recent work has focused on shorter oligo-

meric DNA and RNA duplexes. Fewer studies have

been attempted on nonduplex structures, but their num-

bers are rapidly increasing. The following survey is re-

stricted to investigations of DCPs associated with struc-

tural changes in systems consisting only of nucleic

acids; it excludes, for example, the numerous studies of

DCPs observed in specific binding of nucleic acids by

proteins and has similarly omitted studies of nucleic

acid binding to small molecule ligands (e.g., aminogly-

cosides, spermine, cationic lipids, etc.).

Several trends are apparent in the values reported for

polymeric nucleic acids. These values are the most con-

sistent, often hovering near 30–60 cal mol–1 K–1 bp–1.

This consistency reflects both the fact that most of the

reported values derive from the same technique (DSC)

and that any sequence dependencies in the DCP may be

washed out in the case of a polymeric duplex. Despite

this relative consistency, there is still noticeable varia-

tion among the values, which range from �150 to

þ165 cal mol–1 K–1 bp–1. In several cases, widely di-

vergent values are reported for folding transitions

involving the same or very similar samples (e.g., for

poly[d(AT)] . poly[d(AT)] and for genomic DNA from

various organisms. There are several explanations for

such inconsistencies. The most significant of these is

probably the application of different approaches for

estimating the DCP. For example, in one study,97 the

DCP associated with thermal unfolding of poly[d(AT)] .

poly[d(AT)] was estimated both from pre- and posttran-

sition baselines of DSC data (� 20 cal mol–1 K–1 bp–1)

and from the variation with temperature of DSC-meas-

ured DHs for the transition across a range of DNA con-

centrations (–150 cal mol–1 K–1 bp–1).97 The two tech-

niques yielded dramatically different estimates for DCP,

clearly indicative of a problem with one or both experi-

ments. Another study used DSC to measure DHs and

TMs for poly[d(AT)] . poly[d(AT)] melting across a

range of ionic strengths and concluded that there was

no significant DCP associated with unfolding.98 Com-

bined with the relative insensitivity of early calorime-

ters, the use of these different approaches apparently

masked the actual DCP, within error. More recent mea-

surements on poly[d(AT)] . poly[d(AT)], using more

advanced calorimeters, have produced DCP values of

40–60 cal mol–1 K–1 bp–1, within the consensus range

for polymeric DNAs.70,75 Other early investigations of

genomic DNA99,100 or poly(rA)101 calculated DCPs by

observing DH(TM) as perturbed by varying pH, a prac-

tice that may introduce uncertainty from coupled heats

of ionization. Finally, one study revealed a systematic

discrepancy between DCPs measured by ITC versus

DSC for a series of polymeric DNAs70; in each case,

the DCP measured at lower temperature by ITC was of

larger magnitude than its counterpart, measured at

higher temperature by DSC. This observation could

point toward the temperature dependence of DCP for

nucleic acid transitions, unrecognized at the time, rather

than a fundamental problem with one of the actual

measurements.

Table I identifies 13 individual studies that reported

DCPs for oligomeric duplexes. Notably, studies employ-

ing all varieties of measurement detect significant

changes in heat capacity for duplex/triplex folding,

although some early DSC studies failed to detect any

DCP from pre- and posttransition baselines.54,102 In

many of these studies multiple duplexes were analyzed,

yielding ranges of values for the individual sequences

involved. In the table, these values have been normal-

ized for length and are reported per bp, but we do this

with a certain amount of trepidation as it implies a uni-

formity that really may not be present. What is evident

from these studies, especially those that compared mul-

tiple sequences side-by-side, is that there is extensive

variability in the measured values ranging from slightly

negative (–30 cal mol–1 K–1 bp–1) to significantly posi-

tive (332 cal mol–1 K–1 bp–1). Some of the variability

comes from the use of multiple methodologies and

hence different temperature regimes for the measure-

ments. These short sequences, however, are much more

likely to exhibit sequence-dependent effects than their

long polymeric cousins described above; within these

sequence dependencies most likely lies a large amount

of the variability.

As described above, much, if not all, of the se-

quence- and ion-dependence results from issues relat-

ing to the structure of the single-stranded state. A few

studies have explicitly probed for the effects of ionic
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Table I Summary of Reported DCPS for Nucleic Acid Structural Changesa

DCP (cal (mol K)�1)

Temperature

(8C) Methodb
Ionic

Conditions Notes Reference

Polymeric nucleic acids

� 15 (bp)�1 5–40 Viscosity/calorimetry 0.1M NaCl A, B 100

� 50 (bp)�1 10–40 Mixing calorimetry 0.1M KCl D 108

� 80 (bp)�1 5–40 Mixing calorimetry 0.1M NaCl A, B 99

� 40 (bp)�1 � 50–72 DSC 0.01–0.5M ‘‘cation’’ B, D 109

� 30 (bp)�1 28–68 DSC 0.01–0.26M NaCl B, D 110

� 40 (bp)�1 � 70–75 DSC 0.46–0.57M NaCl B, D 111

� 50 (bp)�1 32–86 DSC 0.5M NaCl B, C 101

� 20 vs. �150 (bp)�1 39–43 DSC; baselines vs.

dDH/dTM

0.007 Na salts E, G 97

� 30 (bp)�1 64–85 DSC 0.01–0.15M NaCl A, B 64

0 vs. � 30 (bp)�1 55–79 DSC, vary %GC

of DNAs

0.0025 Na/K salts A 112

40 (bp)�1 58–77 DSC 0.001–0.05M NaCl A, B 113

65 (bp)�1 64–100 DSC 0.01–3.2M NaCl A, B 114

1656 24 (bp)�1 28 Drop calorimetry 0.1M NaCl C 115

1406 28 (bp)�1 28 Drop calorimetry 0.1M NaCl D 115

306 4 (bp)�1 � 35–60 DSC 0.01–0.1M NaCl B, D 116

� 0 49–75 DSC 0.01–1.0M NaCl G 98

356 8 (bp)�1 50–85 DSC 0.001–0.15M NaCl A, B 103

32–37 (bp)�1 64–103 High pressure light

scattering

0.005–0.5 KCl A, B 117

806 20 (bp)�1 42–68 DSC 0–0.04M NaCl or LiCl A, E 118

306 20 (bp)�1 45 DSC 0.03–0.2M NaCl F 75

606 20 (bp)�1 51 DSC 0.03–0.2M NaCl G 75

1006 30 (bp)�1 58 DSC 0.03–0.2M NaCl H 75

40 (bp)�1 80 DSC 0.03M NaCl I 75

78 (bp)�1 104 DSC 0.03M NaCl J 75

20–80 (bp)�1 � 45–95 OM 0.001–1M NaCl A 67

306 10 (bp)�1 � 15–60 OM 0.01–0.1M NaCl A, K, L 71

606 10 (bp)�1 11–52 Mechanical

unfolding

0.5M NaCl A, M 96

506 20 (bp)�1/

40 6 20 (bp)�1

25–40/

� 40–70

ITC/DSC � 0.02–0.3M NaCl G 70

706 20 (bp)�1/

40 6 40 (bp)�1

25–40/

� 40–70

ITC/DSC � 0.02–0.3M NaCl H 70

706 10 (bp)�1/

60 6 60 (bp)�1

25–40/

� 40–70

ITC/DSC � 0.02–0.3M NaCl F 70

406 30 (bp)�1 � 40–70 DSC 0.01–0.05M NaCl J, B 70

606 10 (bp)�1/

30 6 10 (bp)�1

25–40/

� 40–70

ITC/DSC � 0.02–0.3M NaCl B, D 70

706 10 (bp)�1/

40 6 20 (bp)�1

25–40/

� 40–70

ITC/DSC � 0.02–0.3M NaCl B, N 70

Oligomeric duplexes

� 0 46 DSC 1M NaCl O 102

96 (bp)�1 � 15–35 OM 1M NaCl O 79

79 (bp)�1 � 25–45 OM 1M NaCl P 79

71 (bp)�1 � 25–45 OM 1M NaCl P 79

73 (bp)�1 � 45–55 OM 1M NaCl O 79

53 (bp)�1 � 35–50 OM 1M NaCl P 79

1286 32 (bp)�1 � 40–90 DSC 0.001–2M NaCl B, Q 103

20–160 (bp)�1 � 15–70 OM 1M NaCl O 119

20–170 (bp)�1 � 5–65 OM 1M NaCl R 120

44 (bp)�1 46 DSC 1M NaCl S 121
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Table I (Continued)

DCP (cal (mol K)�1)

Temperature

(8C) Methodb
Ionic

Conditions Notes Reference

� 0 74 DSC 1 M NaCl T 54

170 (bp)�1 35–50 ITC 0.1M NaCl T 55

936 7 (bp)�1 9–39 ITC 0.12M NaCl B, T 20

606 30 (bp)�1 66 DSC 0.12M NaCl T 20

506 10 (bp)�1 8–45 ITC and DSC 0.1M KCl T 56

7–332 (mean: 95) (bp)�1 15–53 OM 1 M NaCl T 69

35–236 (mean: 115) (bp)�1 11–56 OM 1 M NaCl U 69

�30 to þ20 (bp)�1 5–20 ITC 0.1–1M NaCl V 62

þ10 to þ60 (bp)�1 5–20 ITC 0.1–1.5 M NaCl V 62

60–120 (bp)�1 15–45 ITC 0.1–1M NaCl T 60

Hairpins

800–1530 � 5–40 ln K vs. 1/T 0.1M NaCl W, X 122

390–1060 � 5–40 ln K vs. 1/T 0.5M NaCl W, X 122

410–1470 � 60–90 DSC 0.1M NaCl Y 123

756 30 (bp)�1 � 45–75 DSC 0.1M NaCl Z 124

50–130 (CAG)�1 54–59 OM and DSC � 0.01–0.5M KCl Y 125

Triplexes

906 11 (base triple)�1 12–37 DSC 2.6–3.7 M NaCl AA 126

9146 47 (61 (base

triple)�1)

15–35 ITC 0.2M NaCl,

20 mMMgCl2

BB 127

600 (55 (base triple)�1) 10–35 ITC 0.3M NaCl CC 128

1200 (55 (base triple)�1) 15–35 ITC 0.02M MgCl2 DD 129

166 1 (base triple)�1 29–62 DSC 0.17–0.6M NaCl B, EE 130

536 6 (base triple)�1 40–74 DSC 0.17–0.62M NaCl B, FF 130

526 4 (base triple)�1 38–70 DSC 0.25–0.75M NaCl B, GG 130

Helical junctions

9706 50 12–30 ITC 0.2M NaCl,

0.01 MMgCl2

HH 131

1600 6 200 10–25 ITC 0.01M NaCl,

5 mMMgCl2

II 132

2800 37–83 DSC 0.1M KCl,

2 mMMgSO4

JJ 133

3600 4–75 ln K vs. 1/T FRET 1 mM MgCl2 KK, LL 104

3900 4–75 ln K vs. 1/T FRET 1 mM MgCl2 KK, MM 104

1700 4–75 ln K vs. 1/T FRET 1 mM MgCl2 KK, NN 104

�2400 and 300–2000 � 15–50 OM 1 M NaCl JJ 76

�670 to 780 10–25 ITC 0.1M NaCl,

0–15 mMMgCl2

JJ 134

8006 200 �1 to 53 OM 0.5M NaCl JJ, OO, PP 72

300–5000 (average 1700) � 45–55 OM 1 M NaCl JJ 77

�200 to 3600 (average

1700)

� 45–55 OM 1 M NaCl NN 77

3400 6 300 �18 to 60 OM 0.5M NaCl JJ, OO, PP 73

1000–2900 25–40 ITC 0.5M NaCl JJ, PP 73

900 (net); 1400 (helices);

500 (core); 6 100 for all

5–35 ITC 1 M NaCl or

10 mMMgCl2

JJ 78

Higher order structures

3000 � 30–70 OM and batch

calorimetry

0.005M NaCl,

0–1 mMMgCl2

B, RR 66, 135

� 0 49–79 DSC and batch

calorimetry

0–1 M NaCl,

1–80 mMMgSO4

B, RR 106

1200–7000 67–81 DSC 0.05–5 mMMgCl2 B, RR 105
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Table I (Continued)

DCP (cal (mol K)�1)

Temperature

(8C) Methodb
Ionic

Conditions Notes Reference

� 0 � 40–80 DSC 0.02–0.15M NaCl,

1–10 mMMgCl2

B, RR 107

3300 52–73 DSC 0.1M KCl RR 136

155 52 DSC 0.1M KH2PO4 QQ 137

2500 6 300 10–70 DG vs. T 1 mMMgCl2 RR 61

4606 120 10–70 DG vs. T 1 mMMgCl2 RR 61

aEntries are ordered first by sample type (polymeric, oligomeric, hairpins, triplexes, helical junctions, and higher order structures) and then

by year of publication.
bDSC, differential scanning calorimetry; ITC, isothermal titration calorimetry; OM, optical melting; FRET, Fluorescence resonance energy

transfer.

A: polymeric DNA.

B: Calculated from DH vs. TM, where TM was perturbed by varying ionic/pH conditions.

C: poly(rA) . poly(rA).

D: poly(rA) . poly(rU).

E: Calculated from DH vs. TM, where TM was perturbed by varying [DNA].

F: poly[d(IC)] . poly[d(IC)].

G: poly[d(AT)] . poly[d(AT)].

H: poly[d(A)] . poly[d(T)].

I: poly[d(AC)] . poly[d(GT)].

J: poly[d(GC)] . poly[d(GC)].

K: Pressure modulation study.

L: Study also included DNA : RNA hybrids and analysis of homopolymeric RNAs.

M: Mechanical unfolding study.

N: poly(rl) . poly(rC).

O: Self-complementary RNA duplex.

P: Self-complementary RNA duplex with dangling ends.

Q: 145-bp duplex DNA.

R: Series of 8 RNA duplexes, 6- to 8-mers, with single mismatches.

S: Self-complementary DNA duplex.

T: Non-self-complementary DNA duplex.

U: DNA . RNA chimeric duplexes.

V: Non-self-complementary RNA duplex.

W: Values for dimer–monomer dissociation for palindromic sequences.

X: Kd determined by analytical ultracentrifugation.

Y: DNA hairpins with triplet-repeat composition (XXX)6.

Z: DNA hairpins with tandem mismatches.

AA: polymeric (dT)n . 2(dA)n triplex.

BB: 15-mer DNA single strand titrated into 23-mer duplex DNA to form triplex.

CC: 11-mer DNA single strand titrated into 17-mer duplex DNA to form triplex.

DD: 22-mer DNA single strand titrated into 30-mer duplex DNA to form triplex.

EE: Dissociation of poly(dU) from polymeric AUU triplex.

FF: Dissociation of poly(dT) from polymeric ATT triplex.

GG: Dissociation of poly(dU) from polymeric ATU triplex.

HH: DNA 4-way junction.

II: DNA 3-way junction.

JJ: RNA 3-way junction.

KK: Hairpin ribozyme.

LL: 2-Way junction.

MM: 3-Way junction.

NN: 4-Way junction.

OO: Based on DDH/DTM as derived from curve-fitting of hot and cold melting.

PP: Measurements in the presence of MeOH cosolvent.

QQ: DNA quadruplex.

RR: Tertiary folded RNA, either tRNAPhe, E. coli � operon mRNA, or RNase P.
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strength on DCPs associated with duplex folding.

Whereas no significant ionic effect was observed at

low salt concentrations,20 mixed results have been

obtained in investigations probing wider ranges of

added salt; one DSC study did not detect any ionic

effect on DCP even when 2 M NaCl was present in

solution, but ITC measurements probing the effect on

DCP for RNA duplex formation found a log-linear

relationship up to 1.5 M added NaCl.62 A follow-up

examination of DNA duplex formation revealed that

both added salt and sequence composition modulated

ITC-detected DCPs via perturbations to single-strand

stacking.60 Thus, conditions that promote single-

stranded stacking (low temperature and elevated ion

concentrations) will typically exhibit extreme temper-

ature dependence in DCP. At one extreme, high salt

concentrations at very low temperature will result in

duplex association from stacked strands, accompa-

nied by a small or negligible DCP. As the experimen-

tal temperature range passes over the TMs for the

component single strands (as in many ITC experi-

ments), DCPs measured for duplex formation will

reflect the coupled temperature-dependent DHs for

single-strand stacking and will therefore be much

larger. Finally, when DCPs are measured at tempera-

tures above the TMs for the component single strands

(as in most DSC experiments), duplexes dissociate

to mostly unstacked strands; thus, the observed DCP

reflects exposure of unstacked bases to solvent,

but largely lacks the contribution of coupled tempera-

ture-dependent equilibria. These ionic strength effects

are only evident, however, for sequences and temper-

ature regimes prone to single-stranded stack-

ing, explaining why this phenomenon is observed in

ITC studies while being absent in thermal melting

experiments such as those of Chipev and Ange-

lova.103

Several studies have reported DCPs for hairpin

melting, particularly for branched structures formed

by extended triad repeats. In these cases, the exact

structure to which the measured DCP applies is not

always defined. Thus, the DCP may be used to help

gain a sense of the molecular nature of triad repeat

structures, but assessing the molecular origin of the

phenomenon is premature. The trends observed for

duplexes will likely perpetuate through these studies,

but much more work remains to be done in this area.

The most diverse set of values listed in Table I

pertain to helical junction structures, where both

van’t Hoff and calorimetric techniques reveal a wide

range of observed DCPs for junction folding. This sit-

uation likely reflects the fact that formally unpaired

junction regions are prone to idiosyncratic folds and

may be particularly disposed to partially structured

intermediates that dramatically affect the measured

DCP. Much work remains to be done to unravel the

molecular basis of DCPs observed in the folding of

these vital and widespread motifs.

Currently, comparisons are best made within the

context of studies that probed several sequences side-

by-side. One such study by Klostermeier and Millar

showed that a four-way junction exhibited a DCP half

that of its two-way and three-way counterparts, with

all other aspects of the construct held constant.104

Similarly, the Turner lab systematically analyzed

approximately 20 three-helix junctions differing in

the sequence context within the junction region; the

junction folding DCPs varied over almost 5000 cal

mol–1 K–1.76,77 Thus, the contribution from these

junctions to the overall DCP observed for a folding of

a nucleic acid can be huge, potentially dwarfing the

partial molar heat capacity changes from the helical

elements. Variations in the observed DCP may

become a useful indicator of differences in junction

folding, due in part to the previously discussed con-

nection of observed DCPs with temperature-depend-

ent heat capacity changes in single-stranded nucleic

acids. Currently, however, insufficient data exist to

fully understand this phenomenon.

A significant challenge in this area is the need to

deconvolute and parameterize the effects that contrib-

ute to the DCP for folding of a nucleic acid, since that

will be the only way to incorporate these thermody-

namic contributions into predictive folding algo-

rithms. One study used the hammerhead ribozyme as

a model three-way junction, successfully deconvolut-

ing the helical and junction components of DCP,
78 but

this methodology has yet to be extended to a broader

range of junction sequences or geometries.

Very few studies have reported DCPs for the fold-

ing of larger, structured RNAs. This scarcity of data

is largely due to experimental difficulty. Structured

RNAs often require the addition of divalent cations to

fold in vitro, and these cations promote hydrolysis of

the RNAs at the high temperatures sampled by ther-

mal melting techniques, thus obscuring high tempera-

ture baselines. The inherent difficulty of these kinds

of measurements is exemplified by the conflicting

values obtained for the DCP associated with folding

of tRNAPhe. Whereas two independent calorimetric

determinations of the DCP for tRNAPhe unfolding

produced very large values,66,105 a separate pair of

studies on the same molecule concluded that the DCP

was essentially zero, within error.106,107 According to

the final of the four analyses, the large heat capacity

change measured in the initial study appeared to have

been an artifact of sample degradation (at high tem-

perature in the presence of MgCl2) that obscured a
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posttransition baseline within DSC data.107 ITC anal-

ysis of large RNAs typically requires either that cati-

ons be directly titrated into the RNA sample to pro-

mote folding (which results in significant heats of ion

condensation coupled to folding) or that the RNA be

engineered as a bimolecular construct. Finally, even a

successfully measured DCP presents the challenge of

interpretation with respect to defined structures.

Overall, the database highlights the recent rise in

reported DCPs for nucleic acid folding transitions, a

growing awareness of the need to apply multiple ther-

modynamic techniques to study folding transitions,

increased interest in measuring DCPs for structures

more complicated than duplexes, and the continuing

challenge of deconvoluting measured DCPs into well-

defined physical phenomena. In the long term, the

hierarchical nature of nucleic acid folding will likely

benefit investigations of its associated DCPs. Better

understanding of duplex folding DCPs will enable

more detailed interpretations of DCPs observed for

helical junction folding; this, in turn, will facilitate

the study of large, structured RNAs through a divide-

and-conquer approach.

THE ROAD AHEAD

The systematic, extensive study of DCPs associated

with nucleic acid folding, a fairly recent and emerg-

ing endeavor, is being accelerated by the wide avail-

ability of sensitive equipment for making thermo-

dynamic measurements, the decreasing expense of

synthetic nucleic acids, and the explosion of high-

resolution nucleic acid structural data. The field is

ripe for advancement, but faces theoretical and exper-

imental challenges.

A well-developed body of theory originally de-

vised to describe protein DCPs is being calibrated

against nucleic acids, and early results are mixed.

Whereas hydration clearly plays a major role in

nucleic acid DCPs, the contributions of electrostatic

effects and the impact of condensed counterions on

the solvation shell are poorly understood. Moreover,

the precise physical origins of hydration DCPs are still

a matter of debate. Statistical mechanical treatments

of explicitly simulated solvation are lending insight in

this area. Eventually, one unified theory of water

behavior should quantitatively account for DCPs of

hydration in both proteins and nucleic acids.

Calorimetric data on nucleic acid structural changes

are burgeoning within the literature. This encouraging

development has prompted the need to address differ-

ences in DCPs observed by different techniques, oper-

ating in different temperature windows. In particular,

it will be necessary to parse from observed DCPs the

sometimes dominant contribution of linked, tempera-

ture-dependent equilibria of single strands. This anal-

ysis will be critical to efforts to tie observed DCPs

to specific physical phenomena. The key will be to

study systems by multiple methods and integrate re-

sults to achieve the most complete thermodynamic

description.

As we progress through these various challenges,

theory and experiment can increasingly move into a

fruitful dialectic, hopefully coalescing into a much

deeper understanding of the role played by DCPs in

modulating nucleic acid folding and into a general

agreement about the physical properties on which

they report.
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